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ABSTRACT
Lichens are thallophytic lower plants. Ramalina farinacea (L.) Ach., family Ramalinaceae, is the only fruticose
lichen recorded in Qatar. It occurs on stony terrain bordering the coastline in association with other more common
crustose lichens. Lichens are good monitors of environmental changes however slight these are. The need to study the
eco-taxonomy of Qatar lichens is two-fold : a) it will be the first study on the group in Qatar and b) it will be the first
study to cover the species distribution and tolerance in an arid zone.
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Reaod of A Fruiticose Lichen
INTRODUCTIO~

collections throughout the Gulf States would bring about

Lichens are lower thallophytic plants whose plant body

more detailed studies on this interesting group of plants.

constitutes an algal and a fungal component living together

The lichen under study is reported as a good camel fodder

and producing a lichen body with its own reproductive

in Qatar.

structure.
Lichens, mainly crustose saxicolous taxa are quite common

MATERIAL EXAML'IJED

on rocky terrain throughout Qatar. No foliose taxa are

A/Bari, Q70/96, 10.3.96; AI Khor, on road to Ras Laffan,

reported but one fruiticose species Ramalina farinacea (L.)

on rocky terrain on small mount; very common.

Ach. has been found on the eastern coast of Qatar in the

A/Bari, Q71196, 15.5.96; AI Khor- AI Dhakira road, on

vicinity of AI Khor and AI Dhakira.

rocky terrain at ground level; frequent.
A!Rahman, Q72/97, 1.4.97; Zakhariat near Dukhan, on

R. farinacea, family Ramalinaceae occurs at ground level

rocky terrain of the Dukhan jebels facing the coast;

and on the vertical faces of the small surrounding mounts

frequent.

on rocks. On sites, where it is encountered. it is quite
common. It occurs in association with a number of crustose
lichens belonging mainly to the genera. Buellia (most
common B. subalbula), Caloplaca (most common C

irrubescens) and Lecanora of the lichen
Physciaceae,

Teloschistaceae

and

families

Lecanoraceae

has

a

pale

greenish.

I am grateful to Anwar Osman for the SEM on Plate 3, to
Ahmed AbdelAziz for the photographs on Plate 2, to Abdel
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Zakhariat and to Saad Abu El Ezz for typing the
Manuscript.

respectively (Plate I (a.b.d) and Plate 2,b).
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Plate 1. (a-d) Rama!ina farinacea on stony terrain in association with some
crustone lichens at AI Dhakira, Qatar.
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Plate 2. (a.c) Ramalina farinacea samples and (b) its association
with crustose lichens at Zakhariat. Qatar.
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Plate 3. (a) SEN1 sho\ving details of undulate edge with soralia developing in
Ramalina farinacea: l b) a broken area exposing their filamentous
composition.
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